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Tell Your Story! 

Tips On Becoming an 

Effective Presenter

I:  PRESENTATION: TELL YOUR 
STORY

1. Images: See and describe the images in your mind’s eye

2. Audience Participatory: In imagination everyone creates their own imagery.

3. Two-Way Communication: Storytelling / imagery flows between storyteller and 

audience and back again. Pay attention to your audience members – they will 

communicate with you in non-verbal ways.

As you tell the story see the images. Don’t worry about the words. See the story in your 

mind and describe it. A story is a journey.

SENSORY IMAGES + INDIVIDUALIZED MEANING + CONTEXT + EMOTIONS = 

STORYTELLING

II.: Developing Your Story:
1. What’s your story’s point? You decide. 
2. The Most Important Thing: Whatever you decide is the focus of the story, be sure 

your audience understands it as the most important thing. That will get your point 
across.

3. Set the scene with a situation that is dramatic. There is a high stakes problem 
with a solution.

4. Audience Empathy: Make the audience care about the person/subject. Describe 
details (images) to paint a picture in their imagination.  Images that paint the picture
for the listeners and beyond visuals in one’s mind. They include emotions, sight, 
smells, etc.

5. Make your audience care about the INDIVIDUAL(S) in the story
6. Set the scene with a situation that is dramatic. There is a high stakes problem 

with the solution. Depict scenes that show “before” and “after” the change, best 
described through actions.

7. Call to Action: Make the ‘ask’. What do you want your audience to do as a result of 
your story?

8. Vulnerability: Builds trust and empathy with your audience.



III. “RIO” is…

An easy-to-remember formula for telling a story: an outline, a list, pictures or one 
index card with bullet points that reminds you of the order of the images that 
comprise your story.

Write your RIO here:

IV. Storytelling Exercise

To a partner, tell a story that is a couple of minutes long. Close your eyes and describe 

the images that you seen in your mind as you recall the story or experience. It doesn’t 

matter what the story is about: something that happened to you or someone else who 

you don’t even know but have heard a story about the. Or it may be a family story passed 

down from one generation to the next; an emotional connection. Or perhaps it’s a story 

that illustrates how the work of your organization positively affects individual lives. Three 

rules: it has a progression – a beginning, middle and end;  and it has an emotional 

impact on you and (if it’s about your organization, it has a call to action.

IV. Storytelling Exercise: Following the story the listener 
offers appreciation of …

1. The story and the storyteller (including how the story was told)
2. The effect on you, the listener.
3. After hearing the story the listener asks the teller, “What do you most love 

about the story?” Or answer any of these questions:

• What do you most value about the story?

• What would you like your listeners to get from the story?

• What is this story about for you?

• What effect would you like this story to have?

Appreciation is an excellent form of constructive critique as it focuses on 
what works – positive reinforcement. 



V. What is your story? 

So you don’t yet have a story that illustrates how your non-profit is unique?  Use a 

family story. MAKE it a story about the work your organization does and why it is 

vital. Discover a story LIKE the one Evan’s about to tell (not this one, it’s been ‘branded

by another non profit).
The Ogre Story

End with how your organization helps to solve problems or serve a need. Make the ask!

VI.: Delivery

1. Voice:
• Tone of voice is more important that the words themselves
• Marking Text
• Changes in vocal pitch, speed, volume help keep listeners engaged
• Don’t be afraid of a very brief, well-placed pause. Silence can speak volumes and gives a 

moment for the audience to absorb the full impact.

3 Vulnerability = Trust  
– Learn to “read” your audience 
– Be aware of the cultural diversity of your audience
– Pay attention to the audience reactions – they will let you know how you’re 

doing

VII. Stories to tell



VIII.  Activity
1. TIP: After telling a story many times, if it starts to feel “canned”. Try seeing your 

images from a different visual angle; also empathize a different person/character in 
your story Experience it “now”.

2. Resources & Ideas:
Free monthly email newsletter:  “eTips from the Storytelling Coach.”
www.storydynamics.com.

3. Free downloadable report: “Seven Opportunities You’re Missing If You’re Not Using 
the Power of Storytelling in Your Business” go to www.businessstorytelling.com and 
subscribe.

4. Great examples of powerful stories:
http://www.myhero.com/myhero/hero.asp?hero=Holocaust_Celebrity_AP

Questions, Storytelling and Workshops:

Evan Lee: EvanELee@yahoo.com or 770-313-8687

:


